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About me – a brief introduction
Reinventing how we manage risks & safety

• Onno Bloemers
• Broad experience as insurance innovator, especially around preventionbased value propositions
• Strong believer that the future of insurance lies in a shift from managing
policies towards managing risks augmenting traditional policy solutions
with new technologies and services.
• Works with leading insurers and Insurtechs implementing solutions that
facilitate these concepts
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We are not living an era of change but a change of era
Pope Francis, Florence 2015

Convergence

Cognifying: take X and add AI

Flowing & Accessing

Interacting & Screening

Tracking, Alerts & Interacting

Sharing

Filtering

Remixing

Typical insurance company SWOT based on the traditional business model
Insurance sector in a perfect storm?

Strengths





Opportunities





Pivotal role in our society providing risk transfers & continuity
Investment capital, delayed income & healthcare financing
Important source of employment
Strong focus on Finance & Risk

Weaknesses






Restoring Customer Trust & Loyalty
New supply – demand models (p2p, UBI)
non-traditional value chains to enhance customer safety
Leverage risk knowledge and data

Threats






Traditional insurance policy is a low interest product
Inflexible value chains & fee structures
Dominance of legacy IT systems
Limited organisational change capabilities
More focus on customer acquisition than retention
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Increasing pressure on margins and long term solvability
Low interest rates
Serious customer trust issues
Regulatory burdens
Disruptive tech

How do you respond when your traditional business model is under siege?
Designing for the future is not just about your product portfolio, it affects the whole value chain around insurance
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Back to basics: What business are you really in?
Source: Marketing Myopia, Theodore Levitt in Harvard Business Review, 1960

‘We are in the
business of
trains’

‘We are an oil
company’

(CEO, US railroad
company, 1900)

(RD/Shell since
1890)

‘We make
punch card
machines’

‘We manage
insurance
policies’

(IBM, 1950)

(Typical
insurer)
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From managing policies to managing risks

We are all aware of the limitations of insurance

http://dilbert.com/strip/2003-03-10
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Insurers have an excellent position to support customers with managing their risks
But is a policy alone an effective instrument to engage customers?

• Impact of an unforeseeable event on customers
• Insurers are the experts!
• Policy products as the primary solution

• Why not design solutions that reduce risks and
increase customer relevance?

An insurance policy often solves only part of the problem
It’s always better to be safe than sorry - Insurance alone is not enough!

• Partial cover of actual damages
• Financial compensation for something that can’t
be replaced

• Personal safety
• Payout rates are <100

The opportunity
Insurers (or others!) can differentiate by creating a vision on safety and by providing solutions to reduce customer risks

• Combine products, services and policies
• Help customers discover their preferences
• Wide range of use cases

• Business models:
• Margin on products and services to fund programs
• Customers become suppliers as well
• Improved Retention
• Risk-based pricing

What does this look like? Blueprint for a services organisation
API-driven connectivity is crucial to set up a flexible, secure & scalable solution stack

Front Ends
Label 1

Label 2

Label 3

Channel Partner 1

Channel Partner 1

Channel Partner 2

Platform Core Functionalities
Risk Assessment

Loyalty &
Campaigns

Service Planning

Community-based
solutions

Advanced
Analytics

Financial Processes

Customer
Accounts

Customer Privacy
& Consent

Payments

Back End
Integration

Front End
Integration

Supplier
Management

Channel Partners

IOT Integration

Key APIs
Fulfilment partners

Suppliers

Distributors

PSP

CRM Integration

Brokers

External Data
sources

Back End
Integration

Hosting & Infrastructure

How to make this happen - Barriers

Barrier #1 – Short term focus and traditional business model thinking
How do you build a business case without data? And how do you gather data without a business case?

• Safety-based models will generally only be promoted where it
makes clear financial sense within the current business model: high
risk segments or markets with mandatory safety requirements
• Positive effects of a programs around safety & prevention:
• Self-selection effects: attracting safety-conscious customers
• Claims reduction: early detection, less frequency, less impact
• Customer retention & engagement
• Margin on services (e.g. preventative maintenance)

• The actual proof however may require a horizon of more than 3
years –beyond your typical BC horizon….
Without stamina, patience & resilience, both top-down and bottom up, organisations may give up. Strong executive
support & belief in the long term engagement value & positive impact on society is essential

Barrier #2 – The myopic data view from a silo organisation
Data per product line do not tell the story & do not reflect true costs to society of accidents

Suppose there is a 2-sided car collision, resulting in a total
loss, a whiplash and a hospitalisation
• How many insurance policies could be invoked from this
single event?
• How many insurance business lines?
• How many different insurance companies?
The question is:
• How can we calculate the true costs to society of this
event?
• Is the sector organised in such a way that we share data
to provide an overall analysis?
• Will a typical Car Insurance PO and his innovation team
come to the right decision when discussing the business
case for safe driving?

Barrier #3 – Transforming any organisation is quite the challenge!
Lot of barriers for transformation – often resulting in failed attempts to change the status quo

Organizations invest heavily to achieve their transformation to point B, but often fail in situation A’. The change has
failed, employees are demotivated and the willingness to try again is minimal.

An implementation approach

Step 1: Start a conversation with customers about risk & safety
Create awareness, credibility & start changing customer behaviour

Improve awareness & change
behaviour

Create initiatives, solutions &
services to reduce customer
risks

Invest in data-driven insights &
analytical capabilities for risk
solution development

Step 2: Build a portfolio of relevant services
Get some traction and meaningful experience and involve all stakeholders – there is a shared interest

Up to date service portfolio for
the risk-consciousness customer

A continuous process for
developing new combinations of
insurance and non-insurance
solutions

Encourage & facilitate community
driven initiatives & co-creation to
develop new safety initiatives

Step 3: Set up a factory for scalable service propositions
A dedicated services organisation is required in order to scale up successful experiments

A dedicated entity and ‘lean &
mean’ processes for designing,
piloting & scaling up successful
new value propositions

Modular approach as a backbone
for a wide range of services

A future proof distribution
channel for advanced
technologies, including IoT
integration

Increase your chance of success
Pay attention to the 5 critical success factors that determine a successful transformation

1. Do we have a clear Vision and ‘real’ strategy?

Change

Integral Approach

B

A’
A

2. Is our Leadership committed to execute?
Gap !

3. Is our organisation sufficiently Adaptable?

4. Do we have the Power to execute?
5. Do we have sufficient Grip & Insight to keep on track?

Partial Approach

Note: In most cases, starting point A is the unintended ending point A "of a previous, unsuccessful transformation

Examples

Some examples
Lots of examples, but which one is truly changing the traditional business?

A Start-up in the smart home insurance space: InConnect

InConnect offers Smart Protection for Safer Living
• InConnect is a European based start-up offering
Smart Protection for Safer Living

• Works on better ways to manage everyday risks - providing
smart solutions that help customers to reduce the chance or impact

• Initial focus is the Home as a central hub for smart devices
• Device agnostic - No entry barrier or upfront user investment

• 3 steps towards the optimal combination of Prevention & Insurance:
1
Check your safety

2
Reduce your risks

3
Insure the rest
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Solutions across 3 pillars:
1 Risk Assessment

2 Risk Solutions

3 Risk Transfer

AI-driven Safety Score &

Smart Home Protection through

Connected Insurance based on

Recommendations

partner products and services

individual safety

What’s unique?

•
•
•

At the forefront of AIoT – Artificial Intelligence of Things
Device agnostic – no entry barriers for consumers
End to end approach doubles insurance-only CLTV

 Functional Prototypes

 3 platforms built for EU insurers

•

Ownership of proven Full Stack
digital Insurance & Claims platform

 2.8M customers in 6 EU Countries
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Pillar 1- Functional Prototype for Household Fire Risk Assessment

Appsheet
Match
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Safe Mobility Platform: Kruzr
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Towards a new Value Chain for P&C insurance

This is how we manage our risks & safety today

Reduce Risks

Preventive
Maintenance

Safety
Inspections

Home Security
Services

Sensors &
Devices

Other
measures

Everyday

Control Loss

Safety
Inspections

Home Security
Services

Sensors &
Devices

Other
measures

Emergency
services

Risks

Transfer Risks

Buy Insurance
Policy

Pay premium

File Claim

Recovery

Accept Risks

Increase
awareness

Take
precautions

Change
Behaviour

Each colour indicates a separate industry:
Contractors

Device Vendors

Safety
Inspectors

Insurers

Home Security
Systems

Emergency
services

• Managing safety is spread across different value chains
& eco-systems.

• Result: suboptimal safety outcomes. There is no single
DIY

end-to-end customer safety solution.
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Insurance offers an important safety net, but only after the fact

Reduce Risks

Preventive
Maintenance

Safety
Inspections

Home Security
Services

Sensors &
Devices

Other
measures

Everyday

Control Loss

Safety
Inspections

Home Security
Services

Sensors &
Devices

Other
measures

Emergency
services

Risks

Transfer Risks

Buy Insurance
Policy

Pay premium

File Claim

Recovery

Accept Risks

Increase
awareness

Take
precautions

Change
Behaviour

Unforeseen event

• A safety net for when something has already gone wrong.
• A policy does not prevent an accident, it only reduces the severity of the consequence
• Very valuable, but also the solution for a 2nd order problem.
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How can we do better?

Reduce Risks

Preventive
Maintenance

Safety
Inspections

Home Security
Services

Sensors &
Devices

Other
measures

Everyday

Control Loss

Safety
Inspections

Home Security
Services

Sensors &
Devices

Other
measures

Emergency
services

Risks

Transfer Risks

Buy Insurance
Policy

Pay premium

File Claim

Recovery

Accept Risks

Increase
awareness

Take
precautions

Change
Behaviour

How can we solve the primary problem?

•
•
•
•

Help users to build safety awareness and make smarter choices?
Reduce the chance of something going wrong in the first place?
Reduce the impact of an incident if we haven’t been able to prevent it?
Close the protection gap left by today’s fragmented supply chains?
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This is how: an integrated solution that is based on ‘safety first’:

Risk assessment

Everyday
Risks

Risk Solutions

Risk Transfer

Safety
Safety Scoring
Inspections

Recommendations

Prevention
Products

Sensors &
Devices

Buy Insurance
Policy

Digital
File Claim
Claims

Increase
awareness

Change
Behaviour

Home
Prevention
Security
Services

Preventive
Maintenance

Emergency
services

Recovery

Assess individual risks

Reduce Risks & Control Loss

Everyday
Safety

Transfer & Accept

• Start with determining risk
• Take measures to improve safety
• Transfer residual risk
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Conclusion

It’s not about insurance policies anymore – it’s about delivering a safety net to your customers

Offering new integrated service concepts may be the best way to boost customer value

• Soft innovation barriers are related to leadership,
courage, culture & competences (e.g.
entrepreneurship)
• The level of ambition is dependent on the ability to
break these innovation barriers
• If there are too many hard barriers that limit your
ability to realise fundamental change, your best bet is
to innovate through the introduction of new concepts
& services
• This could be a strategy to buy time.

High

• Hard innovation barriers are related to existing
organisation, portfolio’s, budget, rewarding systems
and regulation

Existing product
& process

Radical
change

R.I.P.

Concept &
services

Low

• Innovation can only take place after breaking through
existing innovation barriers

Success in breaking hard innovation barriers
Existing organisations, portfolios, budget,
rewarding systems and regulation

At least in the short run!

Low

High

Success in breaking soft innovation barriers
Leadership, courage, culture & competences

Remember the Insurance sector SWOT analysis?
The new P&C value chain based on ‘safety first’ offers a way forward to deal with fundamental sector issues

Strengths





Opportunities





Pivotal role in our society providing risk transfers & continuity
Investment capital, delayed income & healthcare financing
Important source of employment
Strong focus on Finance & Risk

Weaknesses






Restoring Customer Trust & Loyalty
New supply – demand models (p2p, UBI)
Non-traditional value chains to enhance customer safety
Leverage risk knowledge and data

Threats






Traditional insurance policy is a low interest product
Inflexible value chains & fee structures
Dominance of legacy IT systems
Limited organisational change capabilities
More focus on customer acquisition than retention
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Increasing pressure on margins and long term solvability
Low interest rates
Serious customer trust issues
Regulatory burdens
Disruptive tech
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In Closing
Recommendations – what to do next?

• Confirm your core: will you be managing policies or
managing risks?
• Actively challenge the dominant mindset and further
improve your organisational change capabilities
• An shift towards a broader value proposition is a bold
move and it requires bold choices in how to implement
this.
• Adopt a structured process for corporate innovation
• Create an ecosystem of collaborating organisations led
by a shared vision & mutual interest
• Ensure that your application landscape includes
effective solutions and choices for pilots, learning &
scaling concepts
• Get the right mix of competencies & experience in your
team. Celebrate failure but design for success!

If you’re 80% sure that your current business model is future proof, you
should still spend 20% of your change budgets on disruptive innovation

Thank you!
Please contact me with any comments or questions:
E onno.bloemers@fdag.nl
M +31620800190

